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Business payment processing systems have experienced great transformation in recent times. 
Multichannel processing and multi bank accounts management as well as payments workflow 
automation have evolved immensely. 

Digitalization of the payment workflows and processes has greatly impacted and simplified 
payment experiences for businesses, but what we have not so much seen in the various trends 
of developments in the industry is, in the words of Dr. Yele Okeremi, Immediate past president of
Institute of Software Practitioners of Nigeria (ISPON); "the ability of businesses to access a consolidated view of
all their internal payments activities across multiple channels with various banks from a single platform. This is
conspicuously lacking in current innovations" 

SOLVING THE PUZZLE OF INTEGRATED MULTI-
CHANNEL PAYMENTS SYSTEMS SURVEILLANCE
Identify the gap that current developments in payment technologies is leaving unfilled and how
PAYiT caters for the gap through its capability to maintain surveillance of payment transactions
across payment channels and transaction banks of the user.
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Philip Ayeni, Deputy Managing Director of PFS and a Fellow of
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN}), emphasized
that:

"This limitation has the

potential of constraining

companies’ monitoring and

control over their cash flows

and liquidity position for

optimum decision making." 

Philip also revealed that the above

innovation gap gave PFS the

inspiration to rethink the design of

its multichannel payment platform,

called PAYiT, that had been serving

various organizations in the private

and public sectors in Nigeria over the

years. He explained that the result of

that innovative journey is the latest

version of the solution. The new

system now offers users a

Multichannel Payment technology

with the capability to access a

consolidated view of all their internal

payments activities across multiple

channels with various banks from a

single platform. This is addition to an

end-to-end workflows automation

that will transform how businesses

view their payment functions. The

current version is due for release in

the last quarter of 2020.

PFS is excited that this is going to
be a game changer release for
payment processing companies,
facilitators, government agencies
and parastatals, payment
industries’ policy makers and
regulators, payment systems users
and buyers, business executives
and owners, company accountants
and finance officers as well as
companies' procurement officers. 

Precise Financial Systems believes
that its solutions help clients to
break barriers and change their
business status quo using proven
technologies.
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